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Introduction 
 
Thank you for purchasing the US Digital Designs (USDD) Phoenix G2 Fire Station Alerting 
System (G2 FSAS) for your agency. The G2 FSAS is by far the most advanced station alerting 
system available today. However, these materials will guide and assist you so that you and your 
people may get the most out of and fully exercise your system. 
 
The G2 FSAS is designed to reduce dispatch call-processing times by instantaneously alerting 
the right units, in the right places, so they respond more efficiently and with better information. 
Configuring the system in order for this to happen is fast and simple, because we give you the 
tools you need, in a familiar web based interface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have any questions regarding the system, not answered in this manual, please visit: 
 

www.stationalerting.com 
 

or call: 
 

1 (877) 551-8733 
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http://www.stationalerting.com/


Logging In 
 
To begin, a user must have network access to the G2 Communications Gateway server (pair) 
and have a login credentials. Without this, the system may not be accessed at all. 
 
Logging into the servers requires a ‘shared’ IP address. The G2 Communications Gateway 
servers are installed as a pair. Logging into a server directly, that is, not using the shared IP 
address may result in data loss. If you do not know the shared IP address, consult an 
administrator. 
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Dashboard 
 
The G2 Communications Gateway Dashboard is the primary interface used for: 
 

● Manual Alert :: Stations / Units / Groups 
● Send Admin Message ::  Stations / Units / Groups 
● View Active Incidents 
● Manage VoiceAlert Radio Controls 
● View System Alarms 

Manually Alerting Stations / Units / Groups 
The G2 FSAS Dashboard provides an alternate method of alerting entities you have 
programmed to be alerted, which include Fire Stations / Units / Groups. Any entity or 
combination of entities may be sent an alert at any time using the Dashboard. The alerts will 
enter the queue along with any other alerts sent via CAD. 
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To send a Manual Alert, click in the ‘Units/Stations/Groups’ text box and choose an entity, or 
start typing the name of the entity to view a drop-down list of entities already programmed. 
 

 
 

Once you have chosen one or more entity to alert, type the Location, select a Nature Code, and 
click the [Send this alert now] button. The Play Tone drop down list will automatically select a 
tone programmed previously. 
 
Once the button is clicked, the alert will be sent to the selected entities and the alert will appear 
in the Active Incidents list. The list will dynamically indicate whether or not station controller 
responsible for the entities acknowledged the alert via a network ACK. 
 
If the entity ACKs the alert, the entity id will appear in a GREEN box. 
If the entity does NOT ACK the alert, the entity id will appear in a RED box. 
 
The Active Incidents list will display an alert for about 10 minutes. The list is first in, first out. 
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Send Admin Message 
The Send Admin Message tab provides a way for administrators to send non-incident alerts to 
agency entities. Optionally, speech from Admin messages may be played on the radio. Sending 
Admin messages uses the same interface as Manual alert - choose an entity to alert, choose a 
tone - however, the VoiceAlert will only speak what is typed in the Message box. 
 

Stock Alert 

A stock alert is a pre-defined alert message that may be selected when preparing a 
Stock Alert, which pre-fills the Message box with text. Programming Stock alerts will be covered 
later in this manual. 
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Radio Controls 
Radio Controls will appear on the Dashboard if a G2 Gateway Audio Radio Interface 
(G2 GARI) or a G2 Gateway Audio Serial Interface (G2 GARI) has been installed on the your 
G2 FSAS system. The radio controls allow users to Stop, Pause, or Play all radio traffic or traffic 
on a particular channel. 
 
The G2 Communications Gateway manages a queue of radio messages, as a radio is a serial 
device. That is, only one dispatch may be transmitted at a time, over the radio. If more than one 
dispatch is waiting to be sent, the next dispatch must wait for the first dispatch to finish. 
 
The radio controls affect the queue in two ways: 
 

● If the [Stop] button is pressed, the queue will be emptied and no messages will be 
played over the radio. 

● If the [Pause] button is pressed, the queue will remain and will continue to accumulate 
messages. 

● If the [Play] button is pressed, radio messages will continue to go out and whatever 
messages are in the queue will go out in the order they were received from CAD. 
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Alarms and Indications 
The G2 Communications Gateway constantly monitors the status of G2 ATX Station Controllers 
and G2 Peripherals. The top-right side of the Dashboard will display alarms when an alarm is 
active. If a G2 ATX is not communicating with the G2 Communications Gateway, a tone will 
sound and a visual alarm will appear in the Dashboard. 
 
To stop the alarm tone and acknowledge the alarm, click on the ‘x’ in the alarm box. 
 
No alarms to display 
 

 
 
G2 ATX Station Controller Communication link down 
 

 
 
G2 Peripheral(s) not responding 
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Active Incidents 
The Active Incidents table displays a list of alerts received from CAD. When an alert is added to 
the list, each entity alerted will appear for the individual alert, and each entity will appear in 
either a green or red box. The color of the box indicates whether or not the station controller for 
that entity acknowledged the alert. (Note: the indicator does not indicate that a person at the 
station has acknowledged the alert. It indicates the G2 ATX station controller has acknowledged 
the alert, via the network). 
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Station List 
The Station List page shows a list of all currently configured Stations in a system. Each station 
has a unique name, which should match the station identifier in CAD. The name is sent to the 
accompanying station controller once a connection is established and is displayed on the station 
controller interface. The station name in the Name column is also a hyperlink, which, when 
clicked, will open a new browser window, and display the software interface running on the 
selected station controller. 
 
Also displayed on the page is IP address for each station, if it has one, and the Units assigned 
to each station, if assigned. 

 
To add a new Station, click the [+New Station] button near the top of the page. 
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Adding a Station 
In the Station Name text box, type the name of the station as it appears in CAD. 
In the Hex ID text box, type a unique hex number to identify the station. 
In the IP Address text box, type the static IP address for this station. 
 
The Disable reporting and Disable SMTP trouble notices checkboxes are convenience controls 
which prevent the G2 Communication Gateways from displaying alarms or sending notifications. 
 
The Printer URI text box used by some agencies to specifically alert printers.  
 
The Group(s) textbox provides a shortcut to adding this station to a pre-programmed group. 
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The Tone Sequence dropdown may be used to select a pre-programmed tone sequence for this 
station. Programming tone sequences can be found later in this manual. 
 
Your FSAS system may have one or more Communication Paths available. Activate at least one 
for IP based station alerting. You may adjust a communication path priority dragging it above or 
below another communication path, if available. 
 
When done, click the [Add this station] button. 
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Units 
Units are made up of crew and apparatus that can be dispatched to an incident. They are 
typically referred to by a unit type prefix followed by a station number. (ie. "E43" for the engine 
unit in station 43.) 
 
Units may have: 
 
Name: A unique name for the Unit that should match the unit identifier in CAD. 
Station: The Unit's home station. 
Position: A number from 1 to 15 that maps a Unit to an "annunciator zone" on the G2 Station 
Controller. This is used for zoned alerting. 
 

 
To add a new Unit, click the [+New Unit] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Unit 
In the Unit Name text box, type the name of the Unit as it appears in CAD. 
Choose a station from the Station dropdown. 
Choose a Unit position from the Unit Position dropdown. 
Choose a radio channel from the Radio Channel dropdown if applicable. 
 
A Unit may be temporarily disabled by selected the Disabled checkbox. 
Unit Status may be temporarily suppressed if the Don’t show unit status checkbox is selected. 
To only alert a Unit in its home station, regardless of CAD settings, select the Override CAD- 
Specified station checkbox. 
 
A new unit may be quickly added to a pre-programed Group by typing a Group name in the 
Group(s) textbox. 
 
Select a Tone Sequence from the Tone Sequence dropdown if applicable. Programming Tone 
Sequences will be covered later in this manual. 

 
When done, click the [Add this unit] button. 
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Groups 
The Groups interface is designed to programmatically add multiple Units to a dispatch group. 
This enables dispatchers to quickly alert multiple stations and/or units, or even a Group 
containing one or more Groups. Groups are available from the Send Manual alert function on 
the Dashboard. 
 
The Groups page displays a list of Groups and its Members. 

 

 
To add a new Group, click the [+New Group] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Group 
In the Name text box, type a Group name. 
(A Group Name may only contain the characters A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and hyphen ( - )). 
In the Name Spoken textbox, an alternative name may be used for radio speech. 
Select the Use the Name in speech checkbox if the Group name will be spoken. 
Click in the Add Entities textbox to quickly add (existing) entities to the Group. 
 

 
When done, click the [Add Group] button. 
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Aliases 
The Aliases interface is used to programmatically map one CAD entity to one entity in the 
Phoenix G2 Communications Gateway. 
 
The Aliases page displays a list of Aliases and its Targets. 

 
To add a new Group, click the [+New Alias] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Alias 
In the Alias text box, type a Alias name. 
Select a preprogrammed Target from the Target dropdown list. 
A Preview will illustrate which Target will be alerted when a paired CAD entity is alerted. 

 
When done, click the [Add Alias] button. 
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Shadows 
The Shadows interface is used to program a relationship between two entities. A Shadow Unit 
will be alerted when the Subject Unit has been alerted. For example, it may be desired that Unit 
M4 is dispatched whenever Unit E4 is alerted.  

 
To add a new Shadow, click the [+New Shadow] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Shadow 
Select a preprogrammed Subject from the Subject drop down list. Then, select a 
preprogrammed Shadow from the Shadow drop down list. 
A Preview will illustrate when a Subject is alerted which Shadow will also  be alerted. 
 

 
 

When done, click the [Add Shadow] button. 
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Communication Paths 
The Communication Paths interface uses sites to define communication links like serial ports for 
data radio systems, and also to store communication statistics. 
 
The IP Network communication path uses a single built-in site named "Network", while the 
Serial Radio Modem path uses a separate site for each radio base station. 
 

 
To add a new Site, click the [+New Site] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Site 
Type a Site Name in the Site Name textbox. 
Choose a Com Path in the Com Path drop down list. 
Enter the name for a serial device in the Serial Device text box. 
 
 

 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Alert Tones 
The Alert Tones interface allows agencies to pair a ramping, alert tone with a Tone Name. The 
Alert Tone will precede all dispatches, regardless if the dispatch is sent from CAD or the 
G2 Dashboard. 
 

 
To add a new Alert Tone, click the [+New Alert Tone] button near the top of the page. 
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Add Alert Tone 
Type a Tone Name in the Tone Name text box. 
Choose a Tone Number from the Tone Number drop down list. 
Press the [Play Tone] button to listen to the tone. 
 

 
When done, click the [Add Alert Tone] button. 
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Lookup Entries 
The Lookup Entries interface enables users to build relationship pairs in the system for use 
during an alert. It is important that these pairs exist so that the text-to-speech system, 
VoiceAlert, understands how to pronounce some words and acronyms, depending on the 
context. For example, the acronym “DR” can mean Doctor or Drive or even Door. The Lookup 
Entries interface enables context sensitive pairs for often used words and acronyms. 
 

 
To add a new Entry, choose the context from the drop down list, then click the [+New Entry] 
button near the top of the page. 
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Add Entry 
Type a Key in the Key text box. For example, “DR” (without the quotes). 
Type a Value in the Value text box. For example “Drive”. 
 

 
When done, click the [Add entry] button. 
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Nature Descriptions 
The Nature Descriptions interface is used to program the G2 FSAS to recognize call types or 
nature descriptions received from CAD. Each Nature Description will have a Code associated 
with it, a code found in CAD. The Description will describe to VoiceAlert how to pronounce the 
Nature Description. Each Nature Description may have an Alert Tone associated with, which will 
override the default system alert tone. 
 

 
To add a new Nature Description, click the [+Add Nature Description] button near the  
top of the page.  
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Add Nature Description 
Type a Code in the Code text box. For example, “007” (without the quotes). 
Type a Description in the Description text box. For example, “SEND JAMES NOW”. 
Type a Long Description in the Description Long text box. For example, “THE WORLD IS 
ENDING”. 
Check the Include In Manual Alerting check box for this Nature Description to appear in the G2 
Dashboard, otherwise this Nature Description may only be sent by CAD. 
 

 
When done, click the [Add Nature Description] button. 
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Unit Types 
The Unit Types interface enables users to build Unit Type relationship pairs in the system for 
use during an alert. A CAD system designates Units Prefixes which need to be added for 
correct pronunciation by VoiceAlert. 
 

 
To add a new Unit Type, click the [+New Unit Type] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Add Unit Type 
Type a Prefix in the Prefix text box. 
Type a Pronunciation in the Pronunciation text box. 
Type the Plural Pronunciation in the Pronunciation Plural text box. 
Choose a Tone from the Tone drop down list. 
 
G2 FSAS VoiceAlert will speak the full pronunciation once programmed. 
 

 
 

When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Stock Alerts 
The Stock Alerts interface enables users to build predefined alerts which may be selected and 
sent from the Dashboard. The interface also provides a mechanism for sending automated 
alerts, based on date and time of day. Either are available for use under the Administration Tab 
in the Dashboard. 

 
To add a new Stock Alert, click the [+New Stock Alert] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Add Stock Alert 
Choose a Target from the Target drop down box. 
Type a Message in the Message text box. (up to 1024 characters). 
Choose a Tone from the Tone drop down list. 
Choose whether or not to Speak on Radio. 
 

Recurring Alerts 

If the Stock Alert is programmed to be recurring, then select the Yes checkbox. 
Choose a Time of Day. 
Choose a day type Target. 
Choose Days if the Day type Target is Select Days. 
 

 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Tone Sequences 
The Tone Sequences interface is for programming DTMF or Normal tones for Station or Unit or 
Group alerts. The system may require Tone Sequences be sent for every alert or only if the IP 
Network is unavailable or down. 

 
To add a new Tone Sequence, click the [+New Tone Sequence] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Add Normal Tone Sequence 
Type a Name in the Name text box. 
Choose to program a Normal tone sequence. 
 
If programming a Normal tone sequence, 

Type a frequency in the Frequency 1 text box. 
(Typically, Frequency 2 is required to create a ‘warble’ tone; it is not the second tone in a 
‘two-tone’ tone sequence). 
Type a duration in milliseconds in the Duration text box. 

 
If the tone sequence has a second tone, 

Type a frequency in the Frequency 2 text box. 
Type a duration in milliseconds in the Duration text box. 

 

 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Add DTMF Tone Sequence 
Type a Name in the Name text box. 
Choose to program a DTMF tone sequence. 
 
If programming a DTMF tone sequence, 

Type the sequence in the DTMF Digits text box. 
Change the Tone Duration if necessary. 
Change the Gap between Tones if necessary. 
 

 
When done, click the [Add Tone sequence] button. 
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Voice Editor 
The Voice Editor is a powerful tool which enables immediate adjustment to the way VoiceAlert 
pronounces words in the system. US Digital Designs does not recommend editing every word or 
street name in a system, but only those words that prove to hard to pronounce by the VoiceAlert 
text-to-speech system. 
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Add Words 
Start by adding a single word to the Add a single word text box. Do not add words that have two 
parts, such as ‘La Jolla’ or ‘Los Angeles’. Type either ‘Jolla’ or ‘Angeles’. One word must be 
edited at a time. 
 

 
 

Alternatively, you may import a list of words to edit. The import file must be plain text and 
contain one word per line. 
 
When done, click the [Continue] button. 
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Editing 
Using the left mouse button, break up syllables by clicking on the ‘-’ icon. Merge two phonemes 
into one by clicking the ‘+’ icon. Click the gray box around a syllable group to emphasize it. Click 
a phoneme to change it, delete it, or add a new one. 
 

 
 

Click the [Play] button at any time to listen to the pronunciation. 
Click the [Save] button when done editing. 
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Speech Preview 
Use the Speech Preview window to listen to a custom word as used in a sentance. Try adding a 
logical sentence containing the edited word, then click [Play] to listen to the pronunciation. 
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Word List 
The word list on the Voice Editor page contains all of the custom words in the VoiceAlert 
database. Edit or delete words using the list. 
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Alerts and Notifications 
The Alerts and Notifications interface is used to both configure System Even Tones and 
program event notifications, known as SMTP Rules. 
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SMTP Rules 
The SMTP Rules interface may be used to send messages to a customer provided SMTP 
server. The G2 FSAS supports multiple SMTP servers. Once an SMTP server is configured, 
specific system messages and a list of email recipients will be sent. 

 
To add a new SMTP Rule, click the [+New SMTP Rule] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Adding a new Rule 

To add a new SMTP rule, click the Add new SMTP Rule button. 
Type an SMTP Rule Name in the text box. 
Choose a rule type from the drop down list. 
Choose a target (Unit or Station or Group or String or Event Type) 
Choose an email Recipient from the drop down list. 

 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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System Even Tones 
For Communications Down, choose a tone from the drop down. 

Play a sample of the tone. 
Check the Loop this tone check box if desired. 

For Peripheral Not Responding, choose a tone from the drop down. 
Play a sample of the tone. 
Check the Loop this tone check box if desired. 
 

 

 
 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button.  
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Email Settings 
The email settings page allows users to manage a list of email recipients. Email recipients may 
not necessarily have a user login, but may receive messages from the system via email or text 
messaging, through the agencies’ SMTP or exchange server. 

 
 
To add a new E-mail Target, click the [+New E-mail Target] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Add E-mail Target 
Type an email address in the E-mail address text box. 
Type a username or other in the Label text box. 
Choose a SMTP Server from the drop down list. 

 
When done, click the [Add E-mail Target] button. 
 
To add an SMTP Server, speak to your agency IT staff. 
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Gateway Peripherals 
The Gateway Peripherals page lists any G2 FSAS devices connected or once connected to the 
G2 Communication Gateway servers. The G2 servers have the ability to find devices once they 
are connected to the appropriate network. 

 
 
To add a new Gateway Peripheral, click the [+Discover New Peripheral] button near the  
top of the page. 
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Gateway Peripherals Option Page 
A Gateway Peripheral will have an Option button if the device has tools available for testing. 
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System Logs 
The System Logs interface provides both an Alert log viewer and a Debug log viewer.  
Every dispatched received by the G2 Communications Gateway servers will appear in the 
System Log table. Each table entry includes an Alert description and a Timestamp. 
 
The G2 Communications Gateway servers store up to (2) weeks of Alerts in the Log interface, 
and audio files are saved for (1) week. The Debug Log is stored as long as there is available 
disk space, then the logging is stored first in, first out. 

 
 
To view the contents of an individual Alert, click the description of that alert. 
To view the Debug Log, click the [+Debug Log ] button. 
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Alert Log View 
The Alert Log View interface displays a table of events listed in chronological order. Three 
columns provide Time, counting up from the initial Accepted connection, a Name column which 
contains a description for a row, and a Value column which contains the data for that row.  

 
 
Click the ‘x’ in the top right corner of the pop up window to close it. 
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Debug Log viewer 
The Debug Log viewer displays Realtime and Archived system logs. Choose either tab to view 
the system logs. 
 

 
 
Click the ‘x’ in the top right corner of the pop up window to close it. 
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Network Addresses 
The Network Addresses interface allows users to program network addresses for the associated 
system hardware. Do not change the network addresses unless you are absolutely sure of what 
you are doing. 
 

 
 
 
NOTE: If you make any changes to this page, notify US Digital Designs if you expect to receive 
remote technical support. 
 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Statistics 
The Statistics page displays Site Statistics and Station Statistics. Each table provides 
information related to the network performance of the system, including transmit, receive, 
handshakes, dispatches, retries and failures. Any row may be reset at any time. 
 
If a station is flagged for trouble it will appear at the top of the list. 
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System Status 
The System Status page displays the server status and has controls for fail over and shut down. 
 
Click the Failover button to switch which server is the active server. 
Click the Shut Down Cluster button to shut down the servers. 
Click a Shut down button to shut down and individual server. 

 
NOTE: By doing anything on this page your fire station alerting may not continue to work 
properly. If you need assistance contact US Digital Designs. 
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Time Settings 
The Time Settings interface enables synchronization of time on both the G2 Communications 
Gateway and all network connected G2 FSAS station controllers. 
Select a timezone from the drop down list. 
Enter a server name or IP address in the NTP Server text box. 
 

 
When done, click the [Save Changes] button. 
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Users 
The Users page allows administrators to manage user logins on the system. Roles have been 
provided in order to define access types for users. 
 

 
 
To add a new user, click the [+New User ] button near the top of the page. 
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